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ORIGIN OF THE FLAG
This is the Coat of Arms of George Washington - the first President of the United States [1]

This is the flag of Washington, D.C - capital of the United States. [2]

You may notice some similarities

MEANING OF THE FLAG
The three stars on the flag represent the three components of what is called "The Empire of the City".
[3] Although each component exists within a sovereign country, the component itself is separate from
the host country and operates under its own rules. The three components of the "Empire" are (1) The
Vatican; (2) The London Financial District and (3) Washington, D.C.

THE VATICAN
The Vatican is perhaps the key component. It is a continuation of the Roman Empire. Recall that the
goal of the Roman Empire was world domination.
The Catholic Church is perhaps the world's first "multi-national corporation" and has branches
everywhere. The church is the largest private landowner in the world and reportedly cooperates with the
Rothschild financial empire. The main difference between the two - in terms of financial power - is that
the wealth of the Catholic Church is based upon real property, whereas the wealth of the Rothschild
empire is mainly in "fiat" or imaginary "faith based" money. Fiat wealth can "evaporate" but real
property cannot.
The power of the Vatican is covert and relies mainly upon mastery of what is commonly called "black
magick". It is reportedly the creator and secret controller of many other secret organizations such as the
Freemasons. Very few Freemasons know of their real origin. A Jesuit priest reportedly wrote the
master plan for world domination for the Rothschild group. We discuss this in detail in our book "NWO
Progress Notes", available on our main site 3108.info .
The primary function of the Vatican in the world control matrix is control through fear of the unknown
and psychic techniques.

THE LONDON FINANCIAL DISTRICT
The London Financial District is located in London, U.K. However, like the other components of the
"Empire" it is a separate entity from London. Its primary function is control of the global financial
system. It might be a good idea, at this time, to become familiar with what is commonly known as
"LIBOR". It stands for "London Inter Bank Offered Rate". This rate directly effects all interest rates in
the world. The rate changes every day. There is no predictable formula for determining this rate.
Instead, every day, a small group of (unelected) men meet - probably on a telephone conference call and agree on a number. It can be whatever they decide. There is no oversight or appeal against
whatever they choose to do. This gives the London Financial District the absolute power to control all
global finances. It is totally arbitrary - done in secret - and the decision cannot be challenged.
The financial apparatus in this district is reportedly the most corrupt in the world.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
You should first realize that the existence North America was known long before Columbus

(theoretically) discovered it. Pirates - who knew the "top secret" that the world was round - sailed
everywhere. And, they had very accurate maps. Actually, the global maps made today with the help of
satellites are almost identical to ancient maps created before there was any modern technology. So, how
could this be. Actually, it would not be that hard. Anyone skilled in Astral Projection or remote
viewing could see the shape and location of land masses just as clearly as fancy satellites do today.
The United States has always had a secret purpose. Remember, the United States was created by
corporations - not by random groups of "independent" people. It has never been a democracy. It is a
"republic" and it exists to serve corporations - not individual people.
The role of the United States in the "Empire" is military power. Although not that obvious years ago,
today this fact should be crystal clear to everyone. Essentially all the United States does is develop,
manufacture and export weapons of mass destruction. Also, note that the United States has never had
war on its soil although it has attacked - covertly or overtly - essentially every other country on the
planet.
So, to summarize, London controls through money, the Vatican controls through fear and black magick
and the United States controls through military power (about 53% of its budget). All members of the
"Empire" coordinate and cooperate to hold the ordinary people of this world in a state of perpetual
slavery. And, they get stronger every day!

UNDERSTANDING BLACK MAGICK
To survive here with any hint of personal freedom, you must become familiar with the basic principles
of magick. Magick is not a fairy tale or something from the ancient past which no longer exists. It is
quite real. It exists today and you can be seriously injured or even killed by black magick practitioners
if you do not have a basic understanding of this art. Black Magick is the basic control mechanism of the
Catholic Church - part of the "Empire".
Once totally guarded by secrecy - and many rituals still are - the basic facts can be found on the
internet. Most are free, however some internet classes charge. Remote Viewing, considered "top secret"
by the US Government, is taught on the internet and available to anyone interested. Also, it is nothing
new. People have always had these abilities.
Now, you can spend volumes getting into this stuff, so, if you are interested - and you should be - you
will need to do your own research.
The Catholic Church uses black magic techniques on its members from a very early age. This is its
specialty in the "Empire". Most of these techniques are ancient, use simple "tools" and do not require
technology. One technique used on kids in Catholic schools is to take them to a dark room and force
them to kneel for an extended period on a floor covered with rice.

However, later, things get better. The initiation ceremony to induct someone into the cult known as
"The Illuminati" is performed in the basement of the Vatican. It is performed around the age of 12. You
can read a young girl's description of this initiation here: https://saintandrewstwinflame.
com/2015/06/03/human-sacrifice-at-the-vatican-svalis-testimony/
Essentially, the two main components of magick are "sex magic" and "blood magick". The most intense
forms of both of these can be found at the Vatican. The object is to increase your psychic energy level
so that you can do "superhuman" things using subtle energy.
To illustrate, at the Vatican, young boys actually sign a contract to be used as human sacrifices. This
part is "blood magick". However, "sex magick" is used to prepare them. For one year prior to being
sacrificed, they get to have all the sex they want with young "virgins" (where you would find so many
"virgins" today is a good question). This sex magic phase is designed to increase their psychic energy so
that, when sacrificed, those attending the secret ritual in the basement of the Vatican can absorb the most
psychic energy to increase their "powers".
You might also enjoy this video. [4]
Black Magick is the main control mechanism for human slaves on this planet.

EXACTLY WHAT IS BEING WORSHIPPED
Religious groups say they worship god. However, they have no idea what or where God is. Also, many
of these people don't even have a Soul. So, what gives? Well, in fairness, many "preachers" don't know
what we will now briefly explain:
The "heaven" of conventional religions is, in reality, the Astral Plane. This is why you keep hearing the
phrase "heaven and earth" as if there were only two possibilities. In reality, there are five basic densities
in the lower or created worlds and about seven densities in the Spiritual worlds and, to have any chance
of meeting the real God, you must cross through all of these. The classic densities in the created worlds
are the Physical (Earth), Astral (believed to be "heaven"), Causal, Mental and Etheric.
The entity being called "god" by various religious groups will likely be some advanced creature which
lives on the Astral Plane and cannot advance further due to some inadequacy. The Creature can be
basically good, evil or mixed. Remember, this is a dual world and both good and evil exist here.
Now, the Astral Planes (seven have been identified and mapped by Astral travelers) look pretty much
like Earth except that the "matter" there is "finer". There are male and female forms and essentially
everything here has a duplicate somewhere on one of the Astral Planes. Now your house, coffee pot,
favorite chair, etc. obviously have no Soul. However, you can find it (the Astral duplicate) on the Astral

Plane. So, a Soul is not required for something to exist on the Astral Plane.
Unless you somehow become earthbound - wondering around in your Astral body and not being able to
communicate with anyone because they can't see you, you will likely end up on the Astral Plane
somewhere and, unless you have studied mysticism, likely believe you are in "heaven".
Manufactured people do not have Souls. However, everything has an Astral form. So manufactured
people have an Astral body and they reincarnate just like real people who do have Souls. They can do
everything real people do. However, they can never enter the pure Spiritual worlds because only Souls
can go there. Souls are eternal, however manufactured people will eventually dissolve into oblivion dust to dust.
Conventional churches claim some real estate in a part of the Astral Plane known as "the belief system
territories". You can search using this phrase for more details. This is where their followers go and
believe they are in "heaven".
Now, let's look at a practical example:
Remember, everything goes there. Many "dead" people still have some affinity for Earth or feel they
have unfinished business here. They can see this place and desire to link up with someone still living so
that they can fulfill unfinished desires. Because you are in "duality" until and unless you can cross the
barrier and enter the Spiritual Planes, there are going to be good and bad entities in this group. The good
ones are sometimes called Angles and the bad ones are generally called Demons. All true witches work
with a "guide" who is chosen from the pool of entities with positive intentions and a good guide is
generally a great source of assistance to a witch.
A man named Dr. Wilhelm Reich [5] determined that the unconscious mind - which is normally
inaccessible - is accessible and joined to the conscious mind during sexual orgasm. This knowledge was
the basis of programming a group of kids who came to be known as the "Montauk Boys". Only boys
were used because the original process would not work on girls because the "aura" of men and women
have opposite "spin".
Now let's skip ahead and explain why men who are known to be basically good change once they
relocate to Washington D.C. (generally because they were elected to some high office). The US
Government maintains a pool of young girls known as "Presidential Models". They are under mind
control and highly programmed with special skills. They are available to high level government
employees and visiting dignitaries for sex services. Now, recall, the unconscious mind and conscious
mind are linked during orgasm. These girls know how to find suitable "demons" and - while some
unsuspecting guy is enjoying a night of hot sex - he is being linked to one of these "demons". He has no
clue. However, his personality gradually changes and soon he is "with the program".
Just for a side note, remember that when Trump first started living at the White House, his wife was not

with him. You know he is not going to sleep alone. So, this is a possible explanation for observed
personality changes.

WHY DO THE MAJORITY FOLLOW THE LEFT HAND PATH
Human babies have no active instinct program. They have no clue who they are or why they are here.
They (generally) have no memory of past lives. Those who have no Soul never realize this because they
cannot comprehend Spirituality. A human baby can be "transplanted" anywhere and will grow to accept
wherever it may end up as home. Whoever raises it will be assumed to be its parents. It will learn
whatever language they speak and adopt any customs of whatever culture in which it may be raised.
Unless told, it will never realize the truth about its real parents or its true origin.
This would not work with any other life form because they are born with instinct which tells them what
they are, what they need to do to survive, and how to safely adapt to their environment. Human babies
know nothing.
Now, to survive comfortably, you adopt a "monkey see - monkey do" attitude. In this world - and
especially in capitalist systems - you must use your skills to take advantage of others to get money to get
the things you need. So, essentially, you must choose the left hand path to survive and thrive in this
world. Dishonesty is rewarded and honesty is seen as some type of "defect". As the old saying goes,
"Good guys finish last". So, you must be evil to succeed and you are rewarded and promoted based on
how evil you are. Honest people are seen as a threat because all those who are successful and powerful
are dishonest.
Therefore, if you choose to be honest, there will be no place for you in society and you will be an
outcast. If you are too honest, you will have to be killed because you are a threat to the existing social
order.
So, the left hand path is seen as the correct path to success in this world. You will succeed here, but
later there will be consequences because, eventually, you will have to "pay the piper". Unfortunately,
this does not concern you because you have no knowledge of these things and you are just doing what
everyone else is doing - enjoying success and accumulating material things at the expense of others who
are less adept than you.

THE POPULATION OUTSIDE THE EMPIRE
Not everyone is under the control of the Empire. Visitors from other planets are totally outside of the
Empire's control because they are free to come and go as they please. Secret Spiritual groups in remote
locations are beyond the grasp of the Empire.

Also, the original advanced inhabitants of this planet - called "giants in the Earth" in holy books - who
live underground and were here long before the homo sapien sapien was manufactured are beyond the
control of the Empire.
Additionally, small groups of enlightened people - who generally live in remote areas - are untouchable
by the tentacles of the Empire.
Obviously, others also exist.

WHERE ARE THE DEVOTEES TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH
All legitimate Spiritual teachers who have come to Earth have been killed. However, in most cases,
enough of their students have survived to continue and preserve their teachings. However, the truth is
feared here, so, to survive, they must operate in secret. There are no legitimate Spiritual "religions"
operating openly on this planet. All are Satanic, for want of a more accurate description. None of these
groups are even capable of realizing that a true God even exists. They worship various "lesser gods"
which are primarily Astral entities.
It took the Catholics (the rebranded Roman Empire) three hundred years to hunt down and kill anyone
they suspected actually knew what the real Jesus had actually taught. Then they made up the "Christian
Bible" which is in common use today.
So, you ask, what did Jesus teach that scared the crap out of these "religious leaders". Well, there were a
couple of things which would have effectively ended organized religion as it exists today. First, Jesus
taught that men and women were equal. This would have ended male dominated religious groups - the
same groups that exist and thrive today. Secondly, he taught that he could only offer guidance. People
could only enter legitimate Heaven through their own efforts. No one could simply "zap" them from
here to there - not even himself. They would have to do it on their own. Well, this was absolute disaster
for organized religion which made money telling people they had to pay them - as middlemen - to get
into heaven. But, Jesus said no - it was all up to you! Well, that did it. Obviously, Jesus had to go and
so did his real teachings or their established order would be destroyed and they might have to do real
work to make a living instead of scaring money out of susceptible people. Unacceptable!
So, that is the story. Secret occult groups teach the real truth - or, at least, do their best. However,
unless you came from God, you cannot return to God. If you came from God, you have a Soul and so
the right of return. However, if some genetic engineer manufactured you, you have no Soul because
only God can create Souls.

SURVIVAL

This [6] is what the global elite plan for you.
Chances are you would like a different life. Unfortunately, these people and their agents are
everywhere. So, to survive, you are going to have to be a little creative. First, you should determine if
you are a target. Chances are, if you are reading this, you are a target. Primary targets are smart people
capable of independent thought and analysis and, especially, anyone capable of Spiritual development.
The rulers hate legitimate Spirituality and view it as a threat. For this reason, they take active measures
to make sure that, on the chance you seek Spiritual development, your efforts will be frustrated.
Poisoning the water supply with fluoride is one of the main techniques. This causes calcification of the
pineal gland [7] which is your physical link to your third eye. To inactivate this natural link to Spiritual
evolution is a direct assault on Spirituality.
Now, since you can't get rid of all the global conspiracies which seek to regress you to the state of a
mindless slave, the next best thing is to get as far away from these influences as you can. There are
some key things you should consider:
1. Don't have or use a smartphone.
2. Don't live in a city environment.
3. If you must buy food, read the label.
4. Learn to live a simple life - you really need very little.
5. Forget about college. You will not learn anything because knowledge has been altered and censored.
All you will gain is debt you can likely never repay.
6. Look into alternative sources of energy which cannot be controlled by the government.
7. To the best of your ability, avoid doctors and lawyers.
8. Look into alternative medical systems, nutrition and "ancient" healing techniques which have either
been forgotten or are being deliberately suppressed.
9. You have the power to help yourself, however the general population of "lemmings" are lost and
wasting your time trying to help them is futile.
10.Avoid vaccinations
11.Homeschool kids
12.If you have a Soul, you are an eternal creature and you have the power and right of direct access to
your Creator. Once you realize this, nothing can harm you.
For some reason, nothing works on everyone. Diseases kill - but they don't kill everyone. About 15%
of the population has some natural immunity to mind control technology. Scientists don't know why and
it worries them. Strangely, also about 15% of the population have some success with meditation and
other Spiritual advancement techniques. The others do not. It would be interesting to discover that both
15% groups are the same people.
Creativity - a quality that most seem to lack - is your key to successfully mitigating the effects of the
sinister techniques of the global elitists. If you have it, by all means use it. It is your key to freedom!

FATE OF THE EMPIRE
The fate of the Empire will be total obliteration. The Empire exists in this dimension and its sister
dimension known as the Astral Plane. High level Catholics such as the Knights of Malta and many
Jesuits (the intelligence division of the church) can exist in the Physical and Astral dimensions
simultaneously making them extremely powerful opponents. Catholic "heaven" is located in the Astral
dimension.
However, both of these dimensions go into dissolution and cease to exist periodically. When this
happens, everything in both dimensions also ceases to exist. Our world calls the Astral dimension
"heaven" and the Physical dimension "Earth". This is incorrect, however it is what they believe.
Creatures with Souls will survive this event, however, created things - including manufactured life forms
- will not. When the two dimensions eventually regenerate, it will effectively be a "blank slate".
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